Engaging Partners. Driving Sales.
The secrets to delivering a great
partner experience (PX)

Part four

Communication

Overview
In part one, we focused on how Partner Experience (PX) is as
important as Customer Experience (CX). We examined the
importance of good channel portal design. And how these key
aspects form the basis of increasing partner adoption.
Part two was all about the various types of content you need to
provide partners in your portal.
In part three the spotlight was on Cadence – why offering a constant
stream of new or refreshed, relevant content is essential to great PX.
In our final installment we look into Communication – maintaining
regular communication with partners so they can maintain
conversations with customers.

Communication
This is the big one. You need to provide partners with easy access to
great digital content so they can maintain conversations with customers.
The, “If you build it, they will come” approach only happens in the
movie…Or if you're communicating at a regular cadence to your
partners.

This is an essential part of great a partner experience. You
have to constantly let partners know all the things you’re
doing for them and their business. You really have to outline

To-partner
communication

to partners the strategy behind the tactics you're taking in
your channel program, and the benefits to their business for
adopting the program.

Partners need to be treated like a lead. They need to be
nurtured into your channel program in much the same way
as a customer is nurtured along the buyer’s journey.

Examples

01

One Elastic Digital client has created a series of education videos highlighting the value of
specific channel offerings to partner businesses. This series outlines "why" the tactic will benefit
partners. And then it outlines "how", which has increased partner adoption substantially.

02

One client has a partner of the month featured on their website and in their to-partner
monthly communication outlining their success using the vendor’s program.

03

One client makes all new partners complete a LMS (learning management system)
module inside their portal on how to get the most from their portal….genius!

In portal communication
This makes for great partner experience. You can leverage the data from
your portal and program to serve up messaging to your partners

• We noticed you launched a campaign three months ago did you know there are
now two new campaigns?
• Serving up trending collateral on the homepage control adoption of assets
• A pop-up announcing new features that have been added to your portal e.g.
You updated/launched a new product showcase.

To- Partner Emails

So that’s the four secrets to delivering a great partner experience (PX)

Channel
Portal Design

Content

Cadence

Communication

Provide all four and not only will you deliver a great partner experience but also achieve great channel
portal success.
Creating content for multiple products and solutions and building them into multi-tactic campaigns is time
consuming and often challenging for our clients. So the Elastic Digital creative team is able to do it for them.
This is resulting in higher partner engagement and extended reach, while enhancing demand generation
and delivering visible ROI.

“

The more you inform partners of all the ways you’re helping them
and their business become more successful, the campaigns,
collateral and sales material available, the greater the Partner
Experience. And the more valuable you become as an industryleading vendor.

